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A NEW SPECIES OF PIMPLIN.iE. 
BY OLA.UDE MoRLEY, F.Z.S., F.E.S. 
IN May, 1908, Mr. G. T. Lyle noticed that many aborted 
flower-heads of gor se near Brockenhurst, in the New Forest, 
contained larva:i, and from these he bred the Oecidomyiid, 
Aspondylia ulicis, Trail, together with severa l Ohalcid parasites. 
During the following September the seeds of the gorse were 
much galled, and he collected a good many affected pods, 
breeding from them the same Oecidomyiid and two species of 
Ohalcidida:i. On September 20th two Ichneumonids emerged 
from the galled seed-pods, and some three or four hours after 
emergence were seen to be in cop. During 1909 Mr. Lyle failed 
in attempts to breed more of thi s Ichneumonid, but in the 
autumn of 1910 he was rewardecl by the presence of five mal es 
and one female of the same species from the pods. He has 
been so good as to allow me to examine these, and, since they 
have certain ly not been previously brought forward, I propo se 
to call them 
P impla ulicicida, sp. nov. 
Head black, with only the palpi pale; mandibles slender, with 
teeth of equal length. Antennrn slender, filiform, and hardly longer 
than half body. Thorax nitidulous, and finely punctate throughout, 
with notauli short but deeply impressed ; mesonotum entire ly or 
broadly at sides ancl base, mesopleurrn and sternum more or less 
broadly, and metapleurrn always, with metanotum often, bright red; 
tegulrn and a circular callosity beneath them stramineous ; meta-
notum longitud inally bicarinate, with no dis·cal arern, and the petiolar 
very short; spiracles quite circular and not very small. Scutellum 
ancl postscutellum always entirely red. Abdomen linear, strong ly 
punctate and white-pilose, with the tubercles obsolete as in Scarnbits ; 
entir ely black above, with the segments longer than broad, and be-
coming quadrate at fourth in female and sixth in male; basal segment 
parallel-sided, of male twice and of female but very slight ly longer 
than broad, punctate throughout, male with discally parallel carinai 
extending nearly to its apex ; terebra exactly as long as abdomen. 
Anterior legs strami neous, with only the onychii infuscate; front 
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femora not emarginate beneath ; hind coxre and femora fulvous, with 
apices of former whitish, and the trochanters subinfuscate; hind 
tibire dull white, infuscate at both base and apex, and subincrassate 
before the former; apical hind tarsal joint at most thrice longer than 
penultimate; claws of female basally lobate. Areolet small, sub-
sessile, and strongly transverse; stigma pale piceou s or luteou s ; 
nervellus subgeniculate, though but obsoletely interc epted, a third 
below its centre. Length, 4-6 mm. J' , '? . 
The elongate segments and rufescent thorax lend this species 
much the facies of Ephialt es, to which genus I was at first 
inclined to refer it; it is, however, a true Pi1npla of the Epiurus 
group, and very distinct among our indigenous species, where it 
should stand between P. p01noruni, Ratz., and P. gallicola, Morl. 
I have been at some pains to place it in the pah:earctic fauna, 
and find its closest allies to be the black P. vesica1·ia, Ratz. 
(lchn. d. Forst. i. 115), and the pale-faced P. pictifrons, Thom s. 
(Opusc. Ent. viii. 757) ; but it appears to most closely approach 
the Mallorcan P. erythronota, Kriech. (An. Soc. Espan . Nat. 
Hist. 1894, p. 248), a larger and stoute r insect with the abdomen 
much less cylindrical. 
Mr. Lyle has been so good as to present me with the type of 
both sexes. 
Pimpla has very rarely been raised from Diptera, and I am 
aware of but two instances of the kind: Rondani once bred in 
Italy what he called P. altemans from Asphondylia genistce, 
Lw., and I have quoted at some length (Ichn. Brit. iii. 88) 
Giraud's observations on P. detrita, bred from the galls of 
Ochtiphila polystigma, Mg., on Triticwn repens in Austria. 
fWith reference to the two species of Chalcididre mentioned in 
the foregoing note, M. l'Abbe Kieffer has most kindly identified 
one as Eurytoma dentata; the other is a species of Pteromalus . 
I have not yet been able to clear up the question as to whether 
they are direct parasites of the Cecidomyid, or hyperparasites 
through the Ichneumonid. The fact that several of the Eury-
tomini are known to be either partly or entirely vegetable-
feeders must also be taken into consideration. 
G. T. LYLE.] 
A BIOLOGICAL INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF 
MELANISM IN AMPHIDASYS BETULARIA, LINN. 
BY s. H. LEIGH. 
MELANISM in British moths is a subject that has given rise to 
much discussion and speculation in several entomological and 
other journals, but notwithstanding this we really know very 
little of the causes which operate in the production of melanic 
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forms . It is well known to entomologists that dark varieties of 
several species of moths have recently become increasingly 
common in many localities within the British Isles, and also 
that the dark forms are appearing in fresh localities. 
It is very desirable and important to kn ow whether the colour 
of these dark races of moths is protective, or whether it has 
some other significance. The " protective " theory certainly 
appears to be a very feasible one, for many of the moths have 
become darker in manufacturing districts where the trees and 
other natural objects upon which they rest have assumed a 
blackened aspect due to the increase of smoke . On the other 
hand, I do not think we can press the theory of " protection " 
too closely at present, for there are many well-known cases in 
which dark varieties of moths are found in localities far removed 
from the influence of smoke and where they most probably rest 
upon light-coloured objects . For example, in North Lancashire 
(at Silverdale and Grange) the black (doubledayaria) form of 
Arnphidasys betiilaria is predominant where formerly it was very 
rare or absent, and where the atmosphere is as free from smoke 
and the natural objects (trees, stones, &c.) as clean now as at any 
previous time. There is probably some other factor than protec-
tive coloration at work in the production of this melanic form. 
There are also instances in which dark varieties have been 
developed in moths that rest low down in herbage during the 
day. In these cases surely the colour could not be of protective 
value, because the moths are obscured in the grass, and the type 
of colouring would not matter so far as protection is concerned. 
It is of course quite probable that the dark colour of many 
species of moths is protective, while in others it may be of 
physiological importance, and associated in some way with 
constitutional hardiness. 
Before, however, any definite explanation of these phenomena 
can be attempted, it is necessary to have as correct a knowledge 
as possible of all the conditions which are likely to have any 
influence on the species known to exhibit this melanic change. 
Before we can decide whether the colour is protective or other-
wise, it is necessary to know the precise nature of the "stmggle 
for existence " of the moths in queation. 
To gain, however, an adequate knowledge of the circum-
stances that are likely in any way to affect the moths entails 
much work of a very laborious nature. I have already com-
menced such an investigation, and hope to continue it during 
the next few years. 
I only desire now to bring forward one point in connection 
with my inquiry; this concerns the resting habits of the moths 
which are subject to this melanic variation. For instance, it is 
important to know whether the light-coloured moths (i.e . the 
peppered form of A . betiilaria) generally rest during the day on 
N2 
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lichen-covered trunks of trees or any other light-coloured object, 
and also whether the dark insects (as the form doubledaya1·ia of 
A . betularia) select black tree-trunks on which to rest. If it 
can be shown that in the majority of cases the dark-coloured 
varieties do rest upon dark-colour ed objects, and lighte r varieties 
upon lighter objects, and also that the in sects have many 
natural enemies, we might justly conclude that the colour has 
a protective significance. Information of this nature can, how-
ever, only be obtained by the co-operation of very many entomo -
logists, for the chance of obtaining sufficient evidence from the 
observations of one or two persons is very remote. I should, 
therefore, be extremely gratefu l if entomologists would assist me 
in collecting information regarding the resting habits of any of 
the und er-me nti oned species belonging to the Geometrre which 
may have come und er their notic e. 
Although the investigation which I am making is really on 
the melanism of A. betularia, the chances of obtaining sufficient 
records about the rest ing-habits of this species alone would be 
so small that I have included several oth er well-known melanic 
species in the list, in the hope that each entomologist may be 
able to make at least one record about one of the species in the 
list from his own observations. Particulars, which may be 
return ed according to the subjoined scheme, are request ed con-
cerning the following species :- Amp hidasys betularia (Peppered 
Moth), A. prodromaria (Oak Beauty), Odontopera bidentata 
(Scalloped Hazel), Phigalia pilosaria (Pale Brindled Beauty), 
Boarniia repandata (Mottled Beauty), B. abietaria (Satin Carpet), 
B. 1·homboidaria (Willow Beauty), Gnophos obscura1·ia (Annulet ), 
I-Iybernia proge1n1naria (Dotted Border). 
Scheme of particulars :-
(1) State, if possible, the number of specimens of each 
variety (light or dark, &c.) of the above species that have been 
observed at rest, together with particulars as to the object upon 
which they were found; and also say whether they were con-
spicuous or well protected by their colour. 
(2) State, if possible, whether the species is abundant, fairly 
common or rare in the locality to which reference of the obser-
vation is made. 
(3) If it is not possible to answer the above questions, any 
other information concerning observations of a general character 
will be very acceptable. 
Confirmatory evidence is of great value, an d I should be 
very glad to receive records made independently by different 
per sons for the same locality. 
All help received will be fully acknowledged on publication, 
and I would like here to express (as it has not been possible to 
publish anything upon the subject) my great indebtedne ss to 
those entomologists who have previously sent valuable informa-
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tion concerning the distribution, &c., of the various forms of 
A. betitlaria in their own particular districts in compliance with 
a former request. 
It is hoped that the result of the investigation-which is 
partly statistical and partly experimental-may be to throw 
some light on the cause of the remarkable change in colour that 
has been observed in many British moths during the last sixty 
years. 
The University, Manchester. 
ON SOME RECENT ATTEMPTS TO CLASSIFY THE 
COLEOPTERA IN ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR 
PHYLOGENY. 
BY C. J. GAHAN, M.A. 
(Published by Permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.) 
(Continued from p. 125.) 
GANGLBAUER remarks that this type seems to be a most ex-
treme modification from the original type, owing to the hook-like 
connections of the media and radius with their branches. But he 
points out that in many Nitidulidoo the recurrent branch of the 
media is very short, and in the Passalidoo and many Rhyncho-
phora completely atrophied, so that, when the transverse veins 
in the cubito-anal system are at the same time wanting, the 
venation is very like that of the second type. We need not, 
therefore, he says, derive the second type from the third. On 
the contrary, he maintains that the second type is derived 
directly from the Adephagan type, a point in which Kolbe 
agrees with him. 
It is a point, however, on which Lameere takes a different 
view, leading to a marked difference in his classification; for he 
believes that the Staphylinoidean type of wing-venation must 
have been derived from the Cantharoidean, and not directly 
from the Adephagan type; that, in consequence, the Staphyli-
noidea must have branched off from the common Polyphagan 
stem at a later stage than the Cantharoidea, and should there· 
fore come after them in the classification. But the decision of 
this question does not rest solely on the wing-venation. Other 
characters have to be considered; and, in support of their view, 
Ganglbauer and Kolbe are able to point to the strong resem-
blance between the primitive Staphylinoidean genus Pt eroloma 
and certain Carabidoo, as well as to the great similarity between 
the larvoo of the two groups. In Lameere's opinion these 
resemblances are due to convergence. Ganglbauer's view that 
the third type represents the widest modification from the 
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original type seems to me to be also open to question ; for I do 
not rngard the wing-venation of the Cupedidre as the original 
type, though doubtless nearer to it than is any other, yet met 
with in the Coleoptera. It appears to want one longitudinal 
vein that is frequently to be seen in the cubito-anal system of 
the Malacoderms and Elateridre, and while this may not be 
evident from the figures given by Ganglbauer, I suspect the 
reason is that he has not quite correctly homologized the veins. 
The vein A1 of his Cantharoidean type corresponds, I think, with 
the Cu2 and not with the A1 of his Cupedid wing. Compared 
as a whole, the cubito-anal system in the Cupedidre resembles 
more the same system in the more primitive Polyphaga than it 
does that of the Adephaga; and the modification undergone by 
the Cantharoidean type seems to be limited to the loss of a few 
transverse veins, including one of the two between the media and 
its branch M1 , the partial atrophy of Mi, and a change from a 
straight to a curved form in the vein left to connect it with the 
media. Such a change would be no greater than that which 
can, I think, be traced in the transverse veins between A1 
and Cu2 , in passing from the straight form they show in the 
Malacoderms to the more or less strongly curved form, enclosing 
an elliptical cell, which may be seen in some of the slightly 
higher groups. 
It was never, in my opinion, justifiable to place the Cupe-
didre in the Adephaga solely on the ground of their wing-venation. 
Kolbe, to whom we owe the discovery of the interesting wing-
venation of this family, was the first to do so; but he has since, 
on other grounds, withdrawn them, and now places the Cupedidre 
in the Polyphaga. Here, again, I think he is wrong; for, as I 
have recently pointed out,* the Cupedidre possess, in common 
with most of .the Adephaga, another character, which seems to 
be very distinctive of that group-namely, the presence of a 
distinct suture on each side of the prothorax, between the notum 
and the pleurre. This character is to be found in all families of 
the Adephaga, including the Rhysodidre and Paussidre, although 
it shows in the latter a tendency to disappear in the more 
modified forms. It is said to occur also in some genera of 
Polyphaga; but I have, so far, been unable to find anything in 
the nature of a true suture in any of those genera. Something 
of the kind may occasionally be seen, as, for example, in the 
Pythid genus Crymodes, but in these cases it is evidently only 
an impressed line of a secondary character. 
A knowledge of the life-history of the Cupedidre, which is at 
present wanting, would greatly contribute towards a more settled 
conclusion in regard to the systematic position of the family. 
From what little is known of the habits of these beetles, Lameere 
* Ann. Mag. N. H. (8) v. p. 57 (1910). 
I 
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believes that the larvre live in wood, and are of the cruciform 
type; but this remains to be proved. He considers the Cupedidre 
to be Adephaga of the most primitive type. 
Th e S exual Organs-Ovaries and Testes.-The ovaries of insects 
consist each of a greater or lesser number of tubes, which taper 
off to a thread at one end, and at the other open into the 
oviduct. Each ovarian tube contains eggs or cells that develop 
into eggs, and it generally contains also other cells which do 
not develop into eggs, but whose function it is to supply nutri-
ment to the growing egg-cells . According to the presence or 
not of these nutritive cells, and their position when present, the 
ovarian tubes offer three different types of structure, placed by 
Korschelt and Heider in the following orde r :-(1) Without 
nutritive chamber. (2) The nutritive cells in chambers which 
alternate with the egg-chambers (meroistic ovm·y). (3) The 
nutritive cells massed together in the single terminal chamber 
(holoistic ovary). 
The first type is not met with in the Coleoptera. The second 
occurs in the Coleoptera, but only in those families now com-
prised in the Adephaga. In all other Coleoptera, so far as is 
known, the ovaries are of the third type. Emery, who first 
used this difference in the structure of the ovaries as a basis 
for dividing the Coleoptera into two suborders, the Adephaga 
and Polyphaga, considered that the Polyphagan type of ovary 
was the more primitive of the two. From the order in which 
the types are placed by Korschelt and Heider, these distin-
guished embryologists seem to suggest the opposite view-which 
is also the one accepted by Ganglbauer, Kolbe, and Lameere. 
The structure of the testes was investigated by Leon Dufour 
in a great many different kinds of beetles more than seventy 
years ago; but his work seems to have received less attention 
from systematists than the results deserved, although these had 
been well summarized by Lacordaire in his 'Introduction a 
l'Entomologie.' These organs (the testes) can, says Lacordaire, 
be divided at once into (1) those which are simple, and (2) those 
which are compound. The simple testes consist each of an 
elongated slender vessel, usually coiled up to resemble a ball ; 
they are found only in the two families "des Carabiques et des 
Hydrocanthaires," that is to say, in the Adephaga (Fig. 5). 
The compound testes are formed of two or several glands-
the "capsules spermatiques," or testicular follicles. They are 
divisible (in beetles) into three sections, according to the form 
of the follicles and the manner in which these join the vas 
def erens. The first and second sections differ little from one 
another, and present intermediate stages; the follicles are more 
or less elongate, tubular, or in the form of rounded, oval or pyri-
form sacs, but always sessile, i.e . without a special duct leading 
from each follicle. In the first section they are placed at the end 
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of the vas dejerens, in the second arnund a more or less consider-
able portion of its length ; they occur in Cleridre, Heteromera , 
Coccinellidre, Hydrophilidre, Staphylinid re, and Silpbidre (Fig. 6) . 
. - . v .d. I 
- - e.d . J) 
Fig. 5. Fi g. 6. Fig. 7. 
Three types of male sexua l organs in Coleoptera (represent ed diagrammatically). 
t., testis; v . d., vas deferens; e. d., ejaculatory duct; a. g., accessory gland. 
In the third section, the testes are composed of rounded, more 
or less depressed capsules, having each it s own separate duct 
or pedicel, and abutting, sometimes at the same point, some-
times at different points, upon the vas deferens. 'l'estes of this 
kind, which Lacordaire consider ed to be those of the most 
perfect organization, are met with only in the Longicorns, 
Chrysomelidre, Rhynchophora, and Lamellicorns . 
Dr. Bordas, who has recently carried out similar investi ga-
tions on a more extended scale, has arrived at practically the 
same results. He divides the testes into (1) simple and 
(2) compound; and of the latter he makes two subdivision s, 
according as the seminal glands are (1) "fasciculees," and (2) 
" disposees en grappes." 
Simple tubular testes, which he considers to be the more 
primitive type, are characteristic of the Adephaga, and confined 
to that group. In all other beetles that he exami~ed the testes 
were compound. 
The compound testes of his first subdivision conespond with 
those of Lacordaire's third section. The glands, from two to 
twelve in number, of which each organ is composed, are not 
simple follicles like those of the other subdivision, but consist 
each of a number of ampullre arranged radially within a common 
covering and opening into a central receptacle formed by the 
dilated end of the duct that leads to the vas dejerens. Organs of 
this type, represented diagrammatically in Fig. 7, were met with 
\ 
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in all but two of the genera* examined belonging to the groups 
Longioornia, Phytophaga, Rhynchophora, and Lamellicornia, 
and only in genera belonging to those groups. 
The fact that testes of the simple type characterize the 
Adephaga, while compound testes are found in all other beetles, 
confirms again the division of the Coleoptera into two suborders. 
But how are we to interpret the further fact that compound 
testes of the pedicellate type are characteristic of the Phytophaga, 
Rhynchophora, and Lamellicornia? Ganglbauer considers this 
a fact of so much importance as to preclude the idea that those 
groups have been derived from any other existing groups of 
Polyphaga. The Rhynchophora probably are, he thinks, derived 
from the Phytophaga; but the origin of the Phytophaga and 
Lamellicornia is doubtful, and must be looked for in some ancient 
Malacoderm-like ancestors, but not in any still existing forms. 
Lameere and Kolbe attach less importance to the pedicellate 
structure of the testes, and seem to think it may be derived in-
dependently from the other types met with in the Polyphaga. 
Lameere would place the origin of the Lamellicornia and Phyto-
phaga near that of the Heteromera and Clavicornia in some 
Cucuji-form ancestor. Kolbe also looks upon the Phytophaga, 
Heteromera, and Clavicornia as nearly related groups, and thinks 
the Phytophaga have been derived from primitive Clavicornia. 
But he takes a different view with regard to the Lamellicornia. 
He places this group and the Staphylinoidea together to form 
the first of the two main divisions into which he subdivides the 
Polyphaga, including in the same group with the Lamellicornia 
the family Synteliidre, through which, he says, they show a 
relationship with the Staphylinoidea. 
His reasons for this course will be discussed further on, 
when we come to consider the characters derived from the 
external anatomy. 
Not only are there the differences pointed out in the structure 
of the testes themselves, but differences also in the number, 
position, and origin of various accessory glands that open either 
into the vasa deferentia, or arise from the common duct to which 
they lead. Some of these are assumed to be, like the testes and 
vasa deferentia , of mesodermal origin, while others are believed 
to arise as ectodermal invaginations; and Escherisch has classed 
them accordingly into mesadenia and ectadenia. When more 
general conclusions can be drawn from them, they may play a 
more important part in the classification. At present, though 
used by Ganglbauer in characterizing the groups, they seem to 
be of only doubtful value. 
,:, Tirnarcha, and Melasoma. Ganglbauer suggests that these exceptions 
may not be real ones, since a mistake may have arisen from a confusion of 
names; but I have reason to believe that no mistake has occurred. 
(To be continued.) 
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AN ALGERIAN HOLIDAY. 
BY A. E. GIBBS, F.E.S. 
(PLATE VI.) 
(Concluded from p. 140.) 
TLEMC}EN is a wonderful and seductive town, with beautiful 
mosques and surrounded by ancient walls, a place which, once 
visited, cannot be forgotten, but which inspires a longing to 
return and linger once more in its ancient streets, or wander 
among the ruins which are scattered with prodigal profusion 
over the surrounding country. It is built at the foot of another 
of the ranges which go to make up the Atlas, the western horizon 
being bounded by the high mountain s of Morocco. From the point 
of view of the antiquary and historian it ranks among the most 
int erest ing cities in the world, but a wholesome fear of the editor's 
blue pencil deters me from getting too far off the track, and I 
must get back to the insects. The morning after my arrival, 
Tuesday, May 31st, found me on the hillside above the town. 
The tantalising and elusive pandora greeted me among the gar-
dens outside the walls. Pieris brassiere and Rmnicia phlreas, the 
latter with hind wings rather strongly tailed, fell victims, and 
then on a bare hillside I caught sight of an insect which I took 
to be l',{elit<ea phrebe, but a closer acquaintance showed that it was 
something new. A second specimen was taken near by, but 
these were the only two seen. They proved to be M. <etherie var. 
algir ica., Stgr., and I take it they belonged to a second generation 
which was just making its appearance, as they were in the pink 
of condition and bad evidently only just emerged. Allard* 
records its occurrence at Lambessa in April. The most abun-
dant "blue" was Polyommatns astrarc he, of the form known as 
calida, a fine variety with a reddish-brown ground colour and 
strongly developed orange submarginal spots. Miss Fountaine 
mentions + the capture of this in sect at Tlemc;en in July, 1904. 
Working my way down the hillside again by a steep and narrow 
path between the gardens, where I took a few each of P. egeria 
and P. niegcera, I found myself in the Arab cemetery. Striking 
upwards once more a female of the summer brood of Papilio 
podalirins was discovered sunning itself on the foliage of a young 
tree, and was the only example to fall to my lot of a species I 
expected to find rather abundant, but I subsequently saw a 
second specimen in the forest while travelling by trnin from 
Tlem c;en to L allah Magbnia. Continuing the ascent I arrived 
at th e beautiful mosque of Sidi-Bou-Medine, with its graceful 
minaret a.nd elaborately carved doorway, rich with tile-work and 
mosaics. Very lovely indeed is this structure, nestling in the 
,:, 'Anna.Jes cle la Societe Entomologiqne cle France ,' 1867, p. 814. 
t 'Entomologist,' xxxix . 108. 
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greenery of the steep hillside. Attached to it is a medersa, or 
Arab university, and when I was again at the spot a few days 
later an Arab gentleman, apparently some one of importance, 
came out to inspect my net and find out why I was catching 
butterflies. One thing he wanted to know was whether I ate 
them! After leaving the mosque I got into someone's garden, 
and there I took my third specimen of E. eupheno. But it was 
not until the city gates were almost reached that the great event 
of the day happened. Just outside Tlemc;en, in a market garden, 
was a bank clothed with tall milk-thistles five or six feet high, 
which were in full flower, and on the blossoms several magnifi-
cent Dryas pandora were settled, and I thus learned that the way 
to catch this beautiful creature was to take it while resting on 
these flowers. Six specimens, one after the other, were caught 
in this way, and I made a point of visiting this particular bed of 
thistles whenever possible about noon, and so secured a nice 
series. After lunch another part of the hillside was explored, 
but without much satisfaction, Anthocharis var. aiisonia being 
the most noteworthy butterfly netted. 'rhree more of them 
were taken the next morning, when I visited the remarkable 
remains of the old city of Marisoura. Close to the ruined 
mosque I discovered another big clump of milk-thistles, where 
pandora was disporting itself, and after an uncomfortable hunt 
among these prickly plants I managed to add three to my 
series. Polyommatus var. calida was again in evidence, the 
only other Lycrenid taken being P. icarus. On leaving the 
ruins of the city I climed the hill and traced the course of the 
ancient conduit, constructed to bring the waters down to fertilise 
its gardens and fill its fountain s, but now used for the more 
prosaic purpose of driving an oil mill. Descending again 
nearer Tlemc;en I found fortunata abundant, but the steep 
declivity forbade a very prolific chase. The remains of yet an-
other large city are to be seen near Tlemc;en. Agadir, whose 
ruins are scattered over a considerable tract of ground, was built 
o_ri the site of the Roman Pomaria. Many beautiful koubbas are 
to be seen in the woods, and the tower of the old mosque is still 
in a fair state of preservation. But I am wandering into archre-
ology again, and must only say with regard to Agadir that 
pandora haunts its ruins as it does those of Mansoura. 
I was invited by a fellow-countryman whom I met in the 
hotel at Tlemc;en to accompany him to Lallah Maghnia, a forti-
fied post on the Moroccan border, and I gladly joined forces with 
him for the expedition. Although I believe the place can boast 
a respectable past, it consists now for the most part of a modern-
looking small town, which has sprung up round the military 
station. During the three days of my visit there was a very 
cold wind blowing, and the only spots in which insects were to 
be found were the deep gulleys cut through the fields by the rains 
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of winter. In the shelter of these I discovered two interesting 
varieties of Ccenonympha pamphilits, namely, one specimen of 
var. thyrsides Stgr., which has a row of submarginal black points 
on the upper side of the hind wing, and two specimens of var. 
lyllus. My other captures were E. passiplue var. philippina, 
L. icarus, some Hesperids, and, of course, P. cardui, which was 
everywhere. 
On June 4th we drove to the very curious and primitive Berber 
town of Nedroma, an exceedingly cold ride across the hills. At this 
place Satyrns abdelkader is known to occur, but we were too early 
for it, and if the date had been right, the weather was wrong. 
There were occasional gleams of sunshine as we crossed the hills, 
and during one of these we pulled up and I took the local variety 
of passiplue and A. var. glauc e. At Nedroma itself the only 
insects seen were solitary individuals of P. 1·apce and P. brassicce, 
which were flying in the garden behind the village shop, which 
also served the functions of an inn, where we were able to get 
something to eat. As we left the town I got a glimpse of pandora, 
but not much else was seen on the way home until we reached 
some hot springs a few kilometres from Lallah Maghnia where 
C. var. helice was found. On Sundays a great cattle market is 
held at Lallah Maghnia, which is well worth visiting, especially 
by those who are on photography intent, for it is frequented 
largely by Moroccan dealers, who come with their camels and 
flocks and herds, and pitch their tents in the _ market place . 
They are, however, a very rough and lawless lot, and caution 
is necessary when using the camera. Another visit was paid on 
the morning of June 5th to the gulleys in the cornfields when 
nothing fresh was obtained, though it was not to be wondered at 
considering the strength of the wind, which hardly permitted 
the use of the net. This brought my entomological experiences 
in Algeria to an end, except for the fact that as our boat was 
moving away from the quay at Oran, our old friend pandora flew 
from the gardens above and circled round us, which we accepted 
as 3n omen of a satisfactory journey; nor were we disappointed. 
Miss Fountaine's visit to Algeria in 1904, which I have already 
referred to, extended from January till August, and she explored 
dist\·icts between Biskra in the east and Sebdou in the west. 
Several of the localities I have written about were included in 
her itinerary, but she had the advantage of somewhat prolonged 
collecting in the cedar forest at Teniet-el-Ha ad, which I did not 
visit, and at La Glaciere, where I only spent a few sunless 
hours. Nor was I able to travel in the interesting districts to 
the east of the capital. She has recorded the occurrence of sixty 
species of Rhopalocera, as against the twenty-eight which I 
captured during the fortnight I was in the country. No doubt 
the weather is largely responsible for my small number of 
records. To Miss Fountaine's list I can add Golias edusa var. 
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helice, Pymmeis a-talanta, Gcenonympha arcanioides, C. var. thyr-
sides, and Adopcea actceon. 
The following is a list of my capt ur es :-
Oarcharodits alccece, Esp.-Tlem9en, May 31st; Lallah Maghnia, 
June 3rd . 
Hesperia alveits, Hb.-Saida, May 28th. 
Adopcea actceon, Rott.-Lallah Maghnia, June 3rd. 
A. thaiimas, Hufn.-L allah Maghnia, June 3rd. 
Rwnicis phlceas, L .-Bl idah, May 25th and 26th ; Oran, May 
30th ; Tlem9en, May 31st and June 1st and 2nd. 
Oiipiclo lorquinii, H. -S.- Blid ah, May 26th; Tlem9en, May 31st. 
Poly01nmatiis icariis , Rott.-Tlemr;en, May 31st and June 1st; 
Lall ah Maghnia, June 3rd. 
P. astrarche var. calida, Bellier. -Tlem9en, May 31st, June 1st 
and 2nd . 
Papilio podaliriits, L.-Tlem 9en, May 31st; between Tlem9en 
and Lallah Maghnia, June 3rd . 
Pieris brassicce, L .- Tlemc;en, May 31st, June 1st and 2nd; 
Nedrom a, June 4th. 
P. rapce, L .-Blidah, May 25th and 26th; Saida, May 28th; Oran, 
May 30th; Tlemc;en, May 31st, June 1st and 2nd; Nedroma, June 4th. 
P. napi, L .- Blidah, May 25th. 
Anthocharis belia var . aiisonia, Hb.-Blidah, May 26th; Tlemc;en, 
May 31st and June 1st. 
A . belemia var. glaiwe, Hb.-Saida, May 28th; Oran, May 30th ; 
Lallah Maghnia, June 4th . 
Eiwhloe eitpheno, L.-Blidah, May 26th; Tlem9en, May 31st. 
Golias ediisa, F. - Blidah, May 25th and 26th; Hammam R'Irha, 
May 27th; Oran, May 30th ; Tlem9en, May 31st, June 1st and 2nd. 
Var . helice, Hb.-Oran, May 30th; Lallah Maghnia, June 4th. 
Gonepteryx cleopatra, L.-Blidah, May 25th. 
Dryas pandora, Schiff.-Oran, May 30th and June 6th; Tlem9en, 
May 31st and June 1st and 2nd; Nedroma, June 4th. 
Melitcea cetherie var. algirica, Stgr .-Tlem 9en, May 31st . 
Pyrameis cardiii, L. - Blidah, May 25th; Oran, May 30th ; 
Tlemc;en, June 1st and 2nd; Lallah Maghnia, June 3rd and 4th. 
P. atalanta, L .-Tlemc;en, June 1st. 
Pararge nwgcera, L . - Hamm am R'Irha, May 27th; Tlem9en, 
May 30th, June 1st and 2nd; Lall ah Maghnia, June 3rd and 4th. 
P. egeria, L.-Blidah, May 25th and 26th; Hammam R'Irha, 
May 27th; Tlemc;en, May 31st, June 1st and 2nd ; Lallah Maghnia, 
June 3rd, 4th, and 5th. 
Epinephele fzirtina var. fortimat a, Alph.-Hammam R'Irha, May 
27th; Saida, May 28th; Oran, May 30th; Tlemc;en, May 31st, June 
1st and 2nd; Lall ah Maghnia, June 3rd, 4th, and 5th. 
E. pas'siphce var. philippina, Aust.-Oran, May 30th ; Lallah 
Maghnia, Jun e 4th and 5th. 
Omnonympha arcanioides, Pier .-Blidah, June 25th and 26th . 
0. ·pamphiliis var. vyllits, Esp .-La lla Maghnia, June 3rd. Var. 
thyrsides, Stgr .-Lallah Maghnia, June 3rd. 
Melanargia liwasi, Rbr.-Saida, May 28th. 
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[Note.-The und etermined Zygamid mentioned in line 23, p. 138, 
is Zygama hilaris var. algira, Obthr. I have five rather variable 
specimens, two taken at Blidah and three at Hamman R'Irha. For 
some interesting notes on the geograph ical variations of this species, 
see Monsieur Charles Obel'th i.ir's 'Etudes de Lepidpoterologie Oom-
paree,' iv. 599.J 
NEW LEPIDOPTERA-HETEROCERA FROM FORMOSA. 
BY A. E. WILEllfAN, F.E.S. 
(Continu ed from p. 152.) 
Artona U) taiwana, sp. n. 
Head and thorax metallic-blue; abdomen black, segments edged 
with metallic-blue. Fore wings blue-black, with hyaline streaks be-
tween the veins, those on dorsal half longest. Hind wings hyaline; 
veins blackish, greyer towards the base, margins black. 
Expanse, 20 millim. 
Collection number, 682. 
One example of each sex from Kanshirei (1000 ft.); the male 
taken in August, and the female in May, 1907. The male 
specimen is brownish, but as it is much rubbed, the colour of 
the female, which is in fine condition, is given in the above 
description; the hyaline markings appear to be alike in both 
sexes. 
Parasiccia punctilin ea, sp. n. 
J'. Fore wings pale greyish with a slight brown tinge; a black 
dot at the base, one ju st beyond, and two on the costa; antemedial 
line represented by four black dots; a black dot in the cell, and a 
lunul ar one at end of the cell ; medial line blackish, bent outwards 
and twice ang led below the costa ; area beyond medial line and up to 
the postmedial series of black dots powdered with blackish scales; 
submarginal line blackish, interrupted, tapered towards the inner 
margin ; marginal dots black. Hind wings rather paler, fuscous 
tinged. Under side of the fore wings fuscous grey ; hind wings 
paler, with blackish mark at end of cell. 
Expanse, cJ' 23 millim., !i' 28 millim. 
Collection number, 677. 
One example of each sex from Kanshirei (1000 ft.); the male 
taken in April, 1908, and the female in April, 1906. 
Allied to P. nocturna, Hampson. 
Norraca curvi linea, sp. n. 
iJ' • Antennre fasciculate. Head and thorax pale grey ish brown, 
the hinder scales on metathorax tipped with dark brown; abdomen 
tawny above. Fore wings pale greyish brown, minute ly freckled 
with darker; a blackish dot in the cell and three small ochreous 
patches below it; an ochreous patch on the inner margin before the 
tuft of short brown-tipped scales; ante- and postm edial lines dark 
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brown, the former only indicated towards the costa and the inner 
margin, the latter gent ly curved from middle of inner margin to 
apex; fringes dark brown. Hind wings ochreous brown, suffused 
with darker, a patch of tawny hairs on the abdominal area. Under 
side pale ochreous brown, the costal area of fore wings clouded 
with darker. 
Expanse, 46 millim. 
Collection number, 1679. 
One male specimen from Arizan (7300 ft.), June, 1908. 
Perciana taiwana, sp. n. 
o' . Head and collar brown ; thor ax and abdomen grey, the latter 
with brown tufts. Fore wings pale reddish brown, area beyond the 
postmedi al line freckled and clouded with darker brown and blackish 
• grey ; all margins slightly freckled with greenish grey ; antemedial 
line blackish, only distinct on the inner margin ; postmedial blackish, 
wavy, inwardly shaded with brown, elbowed opposite end of cell, 
where, with the black discoidal, it outlines the black reniform stigma; 
orbicular, minute, black outlined; submargin al line blackish, out-
warc1ly edged with whitish, black outward projections towards costa 
and at middle; inner margin brown between ante- and postmedi al 
lines; a brownish oblique dash towards the base of the wing. Hind 
wings fuscous, with traces of dusky cell spot and irregular transverse 
line beyond, the latter black at anal angle. 
~. Fore wings greenish grey, suffused with pale brown on basal 
three-fifths; mottled with brown and streaked with darker on outer 
two-fifths. 
Expanse, J- 30 millim., ~ 36 millim. 
Collection number, 1746. 
One example of each sex from Rantaizan (7500 ft.), May, 1909. 
Closely allied to P. marmorea, Walk. 
Polia ornatissima, ap. n. 
Head and collar white; thorax blackish, mixed with brown and 
marked with white; abdomen grey brown, whitish mixed, especially 
on basal and last segments. Fore wings blackish, costa and inner 
margin marked with creamy white; white spot at base of the costa, 
and one near it above the inner margin; orbicular and reniform 
stigmata, and a spot below, white ; three white spots on outer mar-
gin, the largest spreading to apex ; antemedial line represented by an 
oblique series of five spots, the first and fifth white, the others ochreous 
ringed; postmedial line white, macular, curved beyond the reniform; 
fringes ochreous brown chequered with white; all white markings 
more or less edged or flecked with ochreous. Hind wings whitish 
with a black discoidal spot; postmedial line blackish, wavy, not 
extending to costa or inner margin; marginal line dusky, black 
between the veins. 
Expanse, 48 millim. 
Collection number, 1767. 
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Trilocha brunnea, sp. n. 
Head, thorax, and abdomen dtuk chocolate-brown, crown of head 
paler. Fore wings dark chocolate-brown, costal and inner marginal 
areas paler brown ; ante- and postmedial lines reddish brown, double, 
only distinct on the inner marginal area ; a bar of the ground colour 
at end of cell. Hind wings pale reddish brown, inner margin pale 
brown marked with darker. Under side : fore wings chocolate-
brown, veins ochreous tinged; hind wings ochreous brown, clouded 
with chocolate-brown on the margins; a black dot at end of cell, and 
two wavy brown transverse lines beyond, the first indistinct except 
on inner margin. 
Expanse, 37 millim. 
Collection number, 1792. 
One male specimen from Rantaizan (7500 ft.), May, 1909. 
The fore wings are considerably rubbed, so that the mark-
ings are more or less obliterated. 
There is an example of this species, from India, in the 
British Museum Collection. 
BEES FROM THE HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS. 
BY T. D. A. CocKEHELL. 
IN this Journal, Sept. 1910, I gave an account of some bees 
collected high up in the Himalayas by the British Tibet 
Expedition. I am indebted to Mr. G. Meade-Waldo for an 
opportunity to examine other bees from this Expedition, which 
are now recorded. 
Bombus bizonatus, Smith. 
~. Khamba Jong, Sikkim, 15-16,000 ft., July 15th to 
30th, 1903. 
Bombus waltoni, Cockerell. 
Mr. A. Skorikow writes me expressing the opm10n that 
B. waltoni is identical with his B. mendax subsp. chinensis, the 
latt er having about ten months' priority. If so, waltoni never-
theless stands, as there is a different chinensis, Dalla Torre, 
1890. The description of chinensis, Skor. is wholly in Russian, 
but my friend Mr. E. Kaydin has been good enough to translate 
it for me. It certainly applies well to waltoni, except that in 
waltoni the red hair on the abdomen begins on the apical part of 
the second segment , whereas in chinensis the third segment has a 
sprinkling of reddish hair, and the full red only begins on the 
fourth. This difference may be only varietal. 
Nomada gyangensis, n. sp. 
J . Length 11½ mm., expanse 23; black, yellow, and red ; head and 
thorax black, with abundant dull pale yellowish ha.ir, that on under 
side white; mesothorax and upper part of head dull, coarsely rugoso-
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punctate; .head broad, mandibles simple, malar space distinct ; 
labrum, mandibles (except apex broadly), malar space, clypeus 
(except upper part) and lateral face marks ending in a point on 
orbital margin at about level of antenna,, all lemon yellow ; antenna, 
ferruginous beneath, black above; scape rather thick ; third antennal 
joint slight ly longer than fourth above, but shorter th an it below; 
upper margin of prothorax, tubercles, stripe bordering each side of 
mesothorax, large spot on anterior part of pleura, two large spots on 
scutellum, a small short line on postscute llurn, and a spot on each 
side of metathorax, all yellow, variously suffused or margined with 
red; scute llum moderately prominent; tegulre yellow; wings slightly 
dusky, strong ly so at apex; stigma rather small, bright ferruginous; 
venation ferruginous basally, fuscous apica lly; b. n. meeting t. m.; 
first s. m. about as large as the other two united; first r. n . joining 
second s. m. much beyond middle; legs red, anter ior femora with a 
black str ipe beneath, midclle with a broader str ipe, hind ones nearly 
all black behind and beneath, but red at apex and base behind; apices 
of tibire and outer sides of basitarsi yellow; abdomen finely and 
closely punctured, all the segments with broad yellow bands, inclined 
to be edged with red; basal part of segments black, apical margins 
brown, yellow band on second segment deeply emarginate in middle; 
apical plate yellow, densely and coarsely punctured, entire ; venter 
with four broad yellow bands, the fourth emarginate on each side. 
Hab. Gyangtse, 13,000 ft., June, 1904 (H . J. Walton). 
British Museum. This belongs to the subgenus Holon01nada of 
Robertson. In the tables of Indian species by Nurse and 
Bingham it runs to N. decorata, but that species has the 
pubescence whitish and sparse. In Schmiedeknecht's table in 
'Apidre Europrem,' it runs out at twenty-six on p. 46. Super-
ficially, it is not unlike the European N. se:ifasciata, but it 
differs in many details. 
A nthophora vulpina waltoni, Cockerell. 
Both sexes from Gyangtse, 13,000 ft ., June, 1904 (H. J. 
Walton). The male, to my surprise, has the light hair of head 
and thorax above, and first abdominal segment a warm red. 
I think it certainly belongs to waltoni ; a similar dichroism 
occurs in the American A. occidentalis, but is not sexual; further 
material may prove that it is also independent of sex in waltoni. 
The male waltoni has the clypeus lemon yellow, with only 
marginal black dots, instead of the large black patches of 
vulpina . 
Anthophora khambana, Ckll., var. atramentata, n. var. 
!i' . Hair all black, except segments 2 to 4 of abdomen above 
(excluding sides), where the hair is bright red as in the type; and the 
white subapica l tufts beneath, which are retained. A variety analo-
gous to the variety schenkii of A. parietina. 
Hab. Khamba Jong, Sikkim, 15-16,000 ft., July 15th to 
30th, 1903. British Museum. 
ENTOM.-MAY, 1911. 0 
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A NEW APHID-INFESTING APHELINUS WHICH IS 
NOT BLACK. 
BY A. A. GmAULT (The University of Illinois). 
IN October, 1908 (' Entomological News,' Philadelphia, xix. 
pp. 365-367), Dr. L. 0. Howard summed up the existing know-
ledge of the species of the Eulophid subfamily Aphelininre 
known to be parasitic upon aphids, and at the same time 
described two n_ew forms with the same habit. All of the aphid· 
infesting Aphelininre, according to Dr. Howard, are species of 
the genus Aph elinus, Dalman, and all are charact eriz ed by 
having a preponderance of black in their coloration, and by 
having hairy eyes. That is to say, all are of the general 
appearance of the first known aphid-infesting species, the com-
mon Aphelinus mali (Haldeman). It is, therefore, somewhat 
novel to find a species of this group which is an undoubted 
aphid parasite, but which is totally yellow in colour, with prac-
tically hairless eyes, and which resembles very closely the 
coccid-infesting Aph elinus mytilaspidis, Le Baron. This novel 
aphid-infesting species differs from 'lllytilaspidis in being more 
intensely yellow, nearly a pale green in colour, the last-named 
species being about the shade of yellow known as gambo ge; 
structurally, it differs markedly in the quality of the discal 
ciliation of the fore wing proximad of the oblique hairless line, 
namely, in having those cilia very much coarser and arranged 
only in about four lines (a fifth line farther proximad and 
separated from tl10 others by a naked area), the lines separated, 
and the cilia at least four times coarser than the dense, 
moderately fine discal ciliation distad of the hairless line. The 
oblique hairless line of the fore wing is decidedly broader than 
is the case with myt ·ilaspidis, and another difference is present in 
the penultimate antenna! joint which is shorter, only a fourth 
of the length of the ultimate joint, or even less, and wider than 
long. In mytilaspidis, the penultimate joint is distinctly longer 
than wide, and nearly a half of the length of the ultimate or 
club joint. Taking the foregoing into consideration, this new 
species need riot be confused with any other species of the genus . 
Apheliniis automatus, sp. n. (Normal position). 
Female.-Length, 0·90 mm. General colour uniformly pallid 
green, the eyes and ocelli red, the tips of the mandibles fuscous, the 
venation concolorous with the body and the wings wholly hyaline. 
Tmmaculate. 
Structurally as in Aphelinus mytilasp idis, Le Baron, excepting as 
mentioned above. Proximad of the oblique hairless line of the fore 
wing are about from three to four lines of discal cilia which are 
coarse and at least four times larger than the normal, rather fine 
discal ciliation of the wing distad of the hairless line. Still farther 
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proximad, separated by a naked area somewhat as in rnyt'ilaspidis, 
but much longer (cephalo-c audad), there is another line of about five 
or six cilia, somew hat smaller. The fore wing, proxim ad, in this 
species is broader than in rnytilaspidis ; also the proxim al tarsa l 
joint of the caudal legs is shorter and stouter, and the short, sessile 
stigma ! vein is bent more at right angles to the marginal. The 
mandibles of the two species also differ, in niytilaspidis having at 
least two outer (lateral) teeth which are distinct and acute, and a 
third inner one which is sma ller, weak, and obtusely rounded; in 
aittoinat1is there is only a single outer, distinct, acute tooth, and a 
second inner one which is broadly truncate and separated from the 
first by a small, acute notch. (From a single specimen, ¾-inch 
objective, I-inch optic, Bausch and Lomb.) 
Male.- Unknown. 
Described from a single female specimen reared from Chaito-
phorns, new species on poplar, Chicago, Illinois, September 15, 
1910 (J. J. Davis). The specimen issued from a single round 
hole in the dorso-lateral aspect of the abdomen of its host, 
whose body was black in colour and attached firmly to the leaf 
surface . 
.Fiabitat .-United States-Chicago, Illinois. 
Type.-Accession No. 44,229, Illinois State Laboratory of 
Natural History, Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A.; one female in xylol-
balsam. 
SOME · NEW CULICIDJE FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 
SOUTH QUEENSLAND, AND TASMANIA. 
BY E. H. STRICKLAND (Dip. S.E.A.C.). 
(Continued from p . 134.) 
A NEW SPECIFJS FROM SooTH QUEENSLAND. 
Two female specimens from South Queensland, sent by Dr. 
Bancroft, both proved to be repre sentatives of a new species of 
the genus Culicelsa (Felt). 
The type specimen has been forwarded to the British Museum . 
Culicelsa queenslandis, n. sp. 
Thorax clothed with light yellow and golden yellow scales, 
arranged in longitudinal bands. Scutellum with pale yellow scales. 
Abdomen black scaled with incomplete ochreous basal bands, and 
snowy white latera l spots. Tars i with snowy white basal bands. 
~ . H ead very densely scaled. The narrow curved sca les are 
golden yellow and lar ger and broader on the vertex than on the nape 
and sides of the head . Th ere is a distinct border of small scales 
round the eyes. The upright forked scales are golden at the front of 
the head but black at the back. The lateral fl.at scales are ochreous. 
Antennre with basal and second segments testaceous. Palpi longish 
with arwhite median band, and white scales at the apex. Eyes black. 
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Thorax with light yellow and golden yellow narrow curved scales, 
arranged in bands . Those forming the median band are light yellow, 
with a central narrow bare black line, the rest of the thorax being 
a light warm brown colour. On either side of this band is a golden 
yellow band. At the side of the thora x is a large centr al light 
yellow spot, with golden yellow scales before it and a golden yellow 
and black scaled area behind. Scutellum rather densely scaled with 
pale yellow narrow curved scales. Prothoracic lobes with creamy 
yellow narrow curved scales and golden brown bristles. Pleur re with 
creamy flat scales. Abdomen with incomplete basal bands on all 
segments consisting of a few median ochreous scales and distinct 
snowy white lateral spots. Ventral surface with ochreous and a few 
dark scales. Femora dark scaled with a few scattered ochreous 
scales except for the basal half of the ventral surface which is all 
pale coloured. Tibire dark with a few pale scales arranged more or 
less in a line, unhanded. Tarsi with distinct white basal bands. 
Fore and mid legs with two apical joints unhanded. Hind with 
apical joint only unhanded. 
Wings with mid and supernumerary cross-veins in a straight line. 
Posterior cross-vein about one and a half times its own length distant 
from the mid cross-vein. First fork cell narrower and longer than 
the second fork cell. Its stem rather over half the length of the cell. 
Length 5·5 mm. 
Habitat. --South Queensland. 
Tirne of capture.-June. 
Obse1·vations.-Described from two rather damaged females. 
NEW SPEOIES FOUND IN A SMALL COLLECTION OF MOSQUITOES 
FROM TASMANIA. 
This collection was received by Mr. F. V. Theobald from 
Dr. Bancroft. 
It was found that of the seven or possibly eight species repre-
sented only one had been already described. This species, 
Gulex frenchii (Theobald), which bad not been before recorded 
from Tasmania, was represented by three specimens which were 
quite true to type. Two other specimens, however, appeared to.. 
be either a variation of the type, or a distinct species. They 
differed mainly in possessing deeper coloured thorax and scu-
tellum, both of which bear golden coloured bristles, whereas the 
type Gulex frenchii bears black bristles. 
As, however, both specimens were badly rubbed, it was 
impossible to state whether these represented a new species or 
not. 
The mosquitoes of Tamania appear to have been very much 
neglected in the past; three species only, all belonging to the 
genus Giilex, are recorded in Mr. Theobald's 'Monographt'of the 
Oulicidre of the World,' vol. v. 1910. .. 
These species are Gule.x rubithorax (Macquart); Giilex aiistra-
lis (Erichson), and Gulex nigrithorax (Macquart). 
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The following genera are repre sented by the new species in 
this collection :-(1) Culicada (Felt), four species. (2) Stegom-
yia (Theo.), one species . (3) Andersonia (nov. gen.), one species. 
Type specimens of these have been sent to the British 
Museum. 
Culicada tasmaniensis, n. sp. 
Thorax black, ornamented with mixed golden and browni sh -black 
narrow curved scales, with a more or less distinct median spot of 
more creamy scales a little before the scutellum. Abdomen with 
broad white basal bands on all segments . Legs unhanded, femora 
mostly pale beneath. Wing membrane with a slight brownish tinge. 
~ . Head dark brown in the middle, but lighter laterally with 
rather large creamy narrow curved scales, which are finer and 
smaller at the back of the head, where there are a few black upright 
forked scales. These are replaced in the front of the head by many 
long black bristles. The median fl.at scales are creamy and are inter-
spersed with black bristles. Antennre brown, second segment testa-
ceous at the base. Palpi dark with several black strong bristle s. 
Proboscis brown, darker at the apex than at the base. Prothoracic 
lobes with a few creamy white broad scales and black bristles. 
The thorax is unornamented, except for the pale spot in front of 
the scutellum, the golden and dark scales being evenly distributed 
over the remaining area. Bristles are most numerous over the wing 
roots and round the base of the mesothorax, elsewhere they are 
practically absent. Scutellum with golden narrow curved scales, 
and strong posterior border bristles on all lobes. Abdomen dark 
with broad rather dull white basal bands on all segments, ventral 
surface mainly white scaled. Wings not very densely scaled, scales 
rather narrow and brown. First fork cell longer and narrower than 
second posterior . Supernumerary cross-vein nearer the base of the 
wing than the mid cross-vein, by about two-thirds of its own length; 
posterior cross-vein about one and a half times its own length 
distant from the mid cross-vein . Apices of all femora and tibire 
more or less clothed with ochreous scales. Apex of hind tibia and 
base of hind metatarsus rather densely clothed ventrally with light 
coloured scales. Tarsi all dark. (Ungues t + t + f.) Halteres 
with light stems and dark knobs. 
Length 6·5-8·5 mm. 
rJ' . Scales on the head similar to those on the head of the 
female, but fewer bristles are present . The dark scaled palpi are 
about four-fifths the length of the proboscis. The fourth joint is 
somewhat shorter than the three preceding joints which are sub-
equal. First joint slender, especially at the base; second joint with 
apex swollen, and bearing on this part long ventral hairs ; third 
joint cylindrical and entirely clothed ventrally with long hairs, 
apical joint swollen towards the apex. Antennre not very densely 
plumose. 
Thora x and abdomen similar to that oi. the female, except that 
the ventral surface of the latter is mainly dark with broad basal pale 
bands, and the dorsal basal bands are more snowy white . 
Legs similarly scaled to those of the females. Ungues apparently 
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all uniserrate, though not very clearly defined in the single specimen 
examined. 
Length 6 mm. 
Habitat.-Tasmania. 
Observations.-Described from two females and one mal e. 
It appears to be related to Gulicada nemo1·osa (Meigen), though 
it is a decidedly larger species. 
(To be continued.) 
NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS. 
THE EMERGENCE OF A BoRNEAN CICADA (Huechys sangiiinea, de 
Geer).-Having ju st watched a Cicada emerge from its pupa-or 
nymph-case for the first time, I took some notes of this curious 
performance which, perhaps, may be of interest to your readers. 
The skin and half-emerged imago were brought to me about 11.45 
a.m., having been found hanging on the stump of an old tree. Almost 
immediately the imago crawled out, free of the skin, and I spent an 
interesting three -quarters of an hour watching its development. The 
skin of the pupa case is split on the upper side only-longitudinally 
from anterior margin of the head to the cruciform elevation. The 
bead and body were bright yellow, with two curious litt le delicate light 
blue wool-like excrescences on either side; these slowly began to swell 
-the tegmina first; during this process the basal margin ( or "collar, " 
one might call it) of the pronotum was raised; I suppose this was 
to allow a fluid to run from thorax through the veins to extend the 
tegmina and wings, as I could see some swollen nervules below this 
upraised "collar." Similarly the region of the cruciform elevation, 
and on either side of it, seemed to be connected with the extension 
of the wings, as that part was also swollen, the genera l colour being 
a very light-blue, like that of the basal region of pronotum. By 12 
o'clock the tegmina had almost reached the end of abdomen, and in 
another seven or eight minutes the fully emerged imago was hanging 
by its fore legs only from the under side of a leaning twig which I 
had put in the glass cylinder for its use. It thus remained hanging 
by the fore legs only, both the tarsi and the coxre of which I noticed 
were touching the twig. The tegmina were a beautiful blue-white 
colour ; but at 4 p.m. I noticed the veins showed up dark grey, and 
by next morning this suffusion was further developed : although not 
yet complete, as the basal region was still streaked in appearance, 
owing to the grey suffusion not having overspread the internervular 
spaces . The head, thoracic and abdominal colouring bad already 
deepened, thus losing its original bright yellow hue. 
The nymph case has rather coarse and thick antennre sheaths, 
prominent excrescences for the eyes and ocelli; the pronotal folds are 
distinct, the base of pronotum is coloured deep black, as are the 
posterior margins of mesonotum and of each abdominal segment on 
the upper side; the general colour being of light sand relieved by 
these transverse black stripes. The fore legs are typically fossorial, 
with stout femora each armed with a spine. 
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Borneo is particularly rich in spec ies of Oicadidre, no fewer than 
seventy odd species having been recorded. Among these is the 
giganticPomponia imperatoria, Westwood, which sometimes measures 
as much as eight and a half inches! Th e males are much attracted 
by light, aud many good species have been captmed at lighthouses in 
Sarawak, including two species new to science .- J. 0. MOULTON; 
Sarawak Museum, February, 1911. 
HYBERNATION OF PYRAMEIS ATALANTA.- I have read with interest 
the artic le by Mr. L. W. Newman in your issue of March, 1911 (antea, 
p. 99). While admiring bis experiments, I would like to point out that 
they do not bear out bis conclusion: that P. atalanta is not a true 
hybernator, as it requires food all the year . Mr. Newman is in effect 
arguing that, because atalanta kept through the winter in a warm 
room required food, they would therefore require food if hybernated 
out of doors in the cold, where they would not be artificia lly stimu lated 
into activity . Thi s, of course, does not follow. Th at England shou ld 
have to depend on alien immigration for its year ly suppl y of atalanta, 
a fairly common butterfly here, is hard ly conceivab le. Thi s theory also 
breaks down on Mr. Newman's own reasoning. Where are the sup-
posed parents of the Eng lish citalanta to come from ? France? If so, 
it must be the South of .France, for the North of France conditions 
are ' similar to the English, and, were not atalanta a true bybernator, 
it would be unable to get its winter food in North France any better 
than in Eng land , South France is a long way to come from . On the 
Riviera atalanta , in shabby condition, are to be met with practically 
throughout the winter . There, of course, they can find sufficient 
flowers all the year round to supply their modest needs . V. antiopa, 
on the other hand, I do not remember ever to have seen during the 
winter, although the finer weather of spring lur es out hybernating 
specimens with the white borders, commonly supposed over here to 
prove British origin .- J . 0. WARBURG; 21, Pembridge Gardens, W. 
TnoCHJLIUM APIFORME.-With reference to Mr. J. S. Carter's 
note on this species in the Apr il issue of the 'Entomologist,' I would 
enquire whether the larvre found in Apri l, but as I understand with-
out cocoons, in the pup at ing tunnels duly spun up ? If so, this 
would prove tha t they were full fed, and would show that the time 
over which they form their cocoons extends from September or 
October till, at any rate, the spr ing . I have found that all the un-
injured larvre that I obtained in the autumn duly spun up, and 
severa l times where the top has been acc identa lly cut off a puparium 
in rem oving it the larva completed the cocoon. But two or three 
larvre that I found in Jun e, and which looked to be full fed, failed to 
spin up, and eventua lly died. I concluded that these were not really 
full fed, but would in the ordinary course have spun up in September 
or October . As regards treatment , I canno t help Mr. Carter, my 
luck having been no better than his. I believe I kept mine too moist, 
but it is difficult to hit off the via media between over-mois tening, 
and th us producing mould, and keeping too dry, in which case the 
cocoon contracts and crushes the larva or pupa inside. I can breed 
to the imago ninety per cent. of full fed larvre and pupre of Sesia 
vespiformis, but T. apijorme defeats me, as I get only a small per • 
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centage to the imago stage.-C. G. NURSE; Timworth Hall, Bury 
St. Edmunds, April 9th, 1911. 
PLUSIA MONETA.-Very few reports of this S})ecies seem to have 
been published recently, but, although the novelty of its appearance 
in this country has, no doubt, worn off, it seems a pity that reports 
of actual captures in more and more distant localities from its origina l 
place of landing (Kent) are not published. So far as I can trace, the 
extent of its spread from that county is indicated by reports from 
Monmouth (Ent. xxxvii. 214), Cheshire (Ent. xxxix. 291), and North 
Lincolnshire (Ent. xlii. 236). Has it not been found further north 
or west yet? And has it been taken in Wales, Scotlan d, Ireland, or 
the Isle of Man? I, for one, shou ld be glad of the earliest records 
for these countries and for subsequent ones showing bow the insect 
spreads, and I think it would be as well if these reports appeared in 
the 'Entomo logist ,' so that they would be permanently on record for 
future use.-C. NICHOLSON; 35, The Avenue, Ha le End, Cbingford, 
April 3rd, 1911. 
PYRAMEIS ATALAl!TA AND VANESSA IO IN MIDDLESEX IN 1910.-In 
a recent note Mr. L. W. Newman (antea, p. 99) remarks on the genera l 
scarcity of P. atalanta last autumn . In the London parks, however, 
this butterfly was by no means uncommon; and on a sunny Sunday 
at the beginning of October I noticed several fine examples on the 
flower beds on the north side of Hyde Park . In Middlesex hereabouts 
atalanta was late, but not marked ly scarce; Vanessa io also turning 
up in some force-a rather remarkab le fact, in view of the wretched, 
sunless summer ancl the almost tota l absence of the species from the 
district for so many previous years . Ear ly in March of this year 
single hybernators of the latter butterfly were flying during the brief 
spell of warmth which preceded the severe storms and cold of early 
April; and latterly I have seen quite a number of [females about, 
in excellent condition, giving promise of a plentiful summer emer-
gence, both here and on the southern approaches of the Chiltern 
Hills from Great Missenden.- -H. RowLAND-BnowN; Oxhey Grove, 
Harrow-Wea ld, Apri l 24th, 1911. 
SENTA MARITIMA. - I would like to record having taken var. 
conibinata (Capper) of this species in the Isle of Wight last August; 
it is the second taken by me in the same locality, the other one being 
captured in August, 1909. The specimen just recorded is in the 
possession of Mr. Percy Br ight, of Bournemouth .-CHARLES CAPPER; 
"G lynda le," Glebe Road, Barnes, S.W . · 
VANESSA ANTIOPA IN ENGLA.ND.-If a very hazy note may be 
permitted on Mr. Frohawk's remarks on p. 155, I remember reading 
in some book or periodica l many years ago a statement by H. T. 
Stainton that, being in Scotland, he observed a larva of V. antiopci 
feeding wild on willow, and that he left it in sitii/ fearing that he 
would not be able to rear it . Perhaps this vague recollection may 
enable someone to turn up the reference and so supply the needed 
"authentic instance ."-REv . W . CLAXTON; Navestock Vicarage, 
Romford . 
~: E. M. M. vii . 109.-Eo. 
( 
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THE TAPPING OF ANOBIUM TESSELLATUM. - Judging from the 
notes on this subject by Mr. Gahan and Mr. Claude Morley in 
vol. xliii ., some record by an eye- and ear-witness may be acceptable. 
Some years ago it was found necessary to replace a beam in the 
library of Cambridge University. When the old timber was 
taken out, it was found to be dreadfully riddled by Anobi1mi tessel-
lat1t1n (now called Xestobiwn riifovillos1mi), and a lump of it was 
brought to me with severa l of the beetles, as well as its attendant 
Corynetes. The wood was placed with the beetles in a large glass 
receptacle on my writing-table, and for some days I had frequent 
opportunities of seeing and hearing the performance of the beet le. I 
regret very much that I took no notes, and can therefore only speak 
from memory. The beetle rests very quietly on the wood ; the head 
is down below, on account of the peculiar formation of the thorax. 
The creature at intervals becomes restless, and, raising the front 
part of the body from the wood, rapidly lowers it, thus striking the 
wood with the front surface of the head. After several taps it 
becomes quiet again. My impression as to the number of strokes is 
that they were usually from three to six in number. I did not find 
that any impression was produced on its fellows by the performance, 
and if asked I shou ld say that it is merely a restless habit. It will 
probably be easy to procure specimens of the beetle in the early 
summer in places where there are old large buildings; so that we 
may hope that someone will soon give us a better account than my 
recollection permits me to do. I would strongly advise that some of 
the wood it may be found in be placed with the beetle. Indeed, it 
shou ld be kept in as natural a condition as possible, and the speci-
mens should not be crowded.-D . SHARP; Lawn side, Brockenhurst, 
April 12th, 1911. 
ODYNERUS CALLosus.-A few days ago a friend living in Stroud, 
Gloucestershire, sent me an insect which he met with basking in the 
sun on a stone wall not far from his residence on February 15th last . 
The insect was Odynerns (subgen. Ancistrocerus) callos1ts, Thom., a 
very common species here in the summer and autumn. It must 
have been a hybernated specimen . Can your readers inform me if 
they have ever met with this insect so early in the season? The date 
I consider worth recording.-V. R. PERKINS; Wootton-under-Edge, 
April 17th, 1911. 
THE TUTT CoLLECTION.-We all knew Tutt. Not only in this 
country but on the Continent of Europe also, and possibly far beyond, 
his name was to the entomo logist a household word. His ' British 
Nocture and their Varieties' has for many years been a well-studied 
book; why, then, was so little interest manifested by those assembled 
at Stevens's Sale Rooms on April 11th, when the material that he had 
collected during the best years of his life, and on which this book was 
largely based, was offered at auction ? A satisfactory answer is 
difficult to find, but the fact remains that many lot s which contained 
the actual specimens on which his varietal names were founded 
brought no more than, if as much, as would an equal number of 
specimens from any ordinary collection. Thus, for example, a lot of 
105 specimens, including Bryophila perla vars. distincta and flave-
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scens, sold for 9/- , and one of 95, in which was included var. rnjfitsa 
and others, 6/- ; another lot of 115 specimens, containing among 
them L eiwania lithargyria var. pallida, and many vars. of L. i1npitra, 
brought only 3/-; while some 132 specimens, among which were 
included Xylophasia ritrea vars. nigroritbida, ochrea, fiavo-rnfa, inter-
media, and many others, sold for 4/- . Even the carefully worked-out 
series of Agrotis tritici, &c., failed to raise any enthusiasm, and after 
the first two lots offered fetching 7 /- and 9/- respectively, prices 
dwindled again to the 4/- and 5/- level, and the climax was reached 
when the last five lots of the Noctu re offered had to be lumped 
together to find a buyer at 3/- for 513 specimens of Anchocelis, 
&c., although simply bristling with named forms . Such a state of 
things gives pause for reflection; possibly the specimens were not 
all in the finest possible condition, but even, then, have they not some 
historic value ? 
Some other portions of the collection fared better. Four lot s of four 
each of Drepana sicitla (harpagula) brought from 30/- to 37 /6 per lot, 
one of three 25/-, whi le others in perhaps not quite such good order, 
and sold in lots with other species, realized somewhat lower prices. 
A pair of Gl1tphisia crenata, to which the only datum was" Bucks," 
sold, with some 60 other specimens, for 10/-; Notodonta trilophus 
(Berwickshire, 1878), with others, 18/- ; Bryophila algm (Hastings, 
1873), in a lot of 57 specimens, 8/-; and a very pale form of Acro-
nycta auriconia, which, by the way, did not appear to have any 
special varietal name attached to it, sold, with eight others and five 
A . myricm, for 24/- . Two lots of Acronycta strigosa of eleven each, 
of which six were bred from ova, realized 26/- per lot ; a specimen 
of Tapinostola extrema (Isle of Wight, Sept. 1889), with some eighty 
other specimens, 21/- ·, and three lots of Apamea connexa (Rotherh am 
and Barnsley, 1881-7), sold in lot s of twelve for 32/6, twelve for 28/-, 
and nine for 24/-; while a lot of twenty Agrotis obscitra (ravida), 
nine A. simitlans (pyrophila), and sixteen others, brought 16/-, and 
three passable spec imens of Noctita sitbrosea realized ju st 30/-. 
Among the Continental Erebias offered at the same time, a dozen 
specimens of Erebia palarica, Chapman, put up in lots of three each, 
realized from 16/- to 20/- per lot, but none of the other species 
appeared to attract any great amount of attention-indeed, it was 
found impos sible to place some of the lots offered . We under-
stand that a further portion of the collection will be offered in the 
autumn, when it is to be hoped a greater amount of interest may be 
exhibited.-R. A. 
THE well-known collection of British Lepidoptera formed by Mr. 
S. J. Capper, of Liverpool, has been privately purch ased and been 
placed with Mr . Newman, of Bex ley, for disposal. The collection is 
rich in varieties, and contains most of the " extinct species" ; some 
few of the aberrations have already found their way into other 
collections, but there are still many interesting forms awaiting a new 
home.-R. A. 
SURREY ORTHOPTERA.-Mr. J. G. Dalgliesh, of Midhurst, sends 
me the following addition to my list (antea, p. 51). Unless otherwise 
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stated, all were taken by himself :-Labia minor.--Witley, fairly 
common. Forfiwla lesneri.-Wit ley, two specimens, 1909. Ecto-
bii,s pcmzeri.- One specimen taken whilst sweeping at Thursley in 
1907. Gryll i,s canipestris.-A colony between Eashing and God-
alming, whence he received specimens. G. cloinestici,s. - Several 
specimens received from a bakehouse in Has lemere in 1908. Gryllo-
talpa gryllotalpa.-Another specimen from Churt in 1908. Lepto-
phy es punctatiss inia.-Witley, 1909. Meconeina thalassina. Witley, 
1909. Phasgoniwa viriclissiina.-Two specimens in 1908, near Thurs-
ley, on a sunny hedge-bank among nettles (J. G. D .). Specimens 
near Godalming (0. H. Latter). Metrioptera brachyptera.-Witley, 
1909. Conoce1Jhalits clorsalis.-One near Witley, 1910. - W. J. 
LucAs; Kingston-on-Thames . 
LEPIDOPTERA AT SALLOWS AT WINDERMERE.-On the mild n ights 
following the March east wind, sallows were very productive at 
Windermere. I visited a large sallow-bush on the evening of April 
1st, on which the Treniocampre lite rally swarmed . Of mimcla, 
scarcely two were alike, and some varieties were very extreme. 
Good varieties of opirna and incerta were present, and cri,cla, gothica, 
populeti, and mbricosa fell in showers . The best captures, however, 
were Calocarnpa exoleta and T. leiwographa. Exoleta is a rare insect 
at Windermere, and this pilgrim, a perfect specimen, was made very 
welcome . L eucographa, although resident in the district, has not 
been seen of late . The captured specimen was a male. Street-
lamps, on March 29th, were very prolific. Amphiclasys proclroinaria 
seemed more than usually common, and I saw some exceptionally 
light and dark specimens. Anticlea bacliata and Polyploca flavicornis 
were quite fresh, but Hybernia marginaria and Anisopteryx cescularia 
were very worn . -HELENA BROOKBANK; 22, Ho lly Terrace, Winder-
mere, April 3rd, 1911. 
THE ENTOMOLOGICAL CLUB.- Two meetings of this Club were 
held during March last: one on the 21st, at "Wellfie ld," Lingards 
Road, Lewisham, the residence of Mr. Robert Adkin; the other, on 
the 24th, at 58, Kensington Mansions, South Kensington, the resi -
dence of Mr . Horace Donisthorpe. 
ERRATA.-Page 147, line 9, for" egeria" read" 11wgcera"; line 13, 
for "m egcera" read "egeria." 
SOCIET IES . 
ENTOMOLOGICAL SoomTY OF LONDON.- Weclnesclay, March 1st, 
1911.-Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker in the chair . - Messrs. Lionel 
Armstrong, Government Entomo logist to the Gold Coast, Gold 
Coast, West Africa; J. P latt Barrett, 30, Endwell Road, New Cross, 
S.E.; the Rev. Henry William Brutzer, B.A., Great Bowden Vicarage, 
Market Harborough ; Messrs. P. P. Graves, Club de Constantinople, 
Constantinople; Thieu Cheng Kung, Guardian Superintendent of 
Chinese Students in British India, care of the Curator, Mysore 
Government Museum, Banga lore, India; the Rev. A. Miles Moss, 
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Helm, Windermere; and Dr. Cuthbert F. Selous, M.D ., M.R.C.S., 
L.R.C.P., Agra, Barton-on-Sea, New Milton, Rants, were elected 
Fellows of the Society.-Dr. Nicholson showed six specimens of 
0holeva fiiliginosa, Er., an addition to the list of British beetles, from 
Alphington, Devon . This species closely resembles 0. nigrita, Er., 
with which it is mixed in several collections, and is probably widely 
distributed in this country. Mr. Dollman has taken it at Harrow, 
Mr . Donisthorpe at Hartlepoo l, Mr. Taylor in the Isle of Wight, and 
it is also in the Bates collection.-Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited 
some sticks (the off-shoots of birch-stumps) containing larvre of 
..I.Egeria ciiliciformis ; also sticks of Salix caprma containing larvre of 
Trochiliiim bembeciformis, one of these showing the cap formed over 
the hole prepared for emergence. This species is not usually supposed 
to form a cap. The larvre were not, as is generally thought, confined 
to living wood, some of those exhibited being in dead twigs. Also a 
living specimen of A. cnliciforrnis, a species which the exhibitor 
remarked was easily forced.-Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker showed a 
specimen of Erebia ceto which had been swept from the herbage 
without its head, which was probably held fast by a spider; nine 
hours after capture this insect bad st ill been capab le of fluttering 
strongly. He also exhibited a specimen of Erebia var. adyte, with a 
half-developed right hind wing; a specimen of E . eriphyle with no 
left hind wing, and a Melitma varia with no right hind wing; in the 
two latter there was no trace of the wing having ever been developed. 
-Mr. A. Bacot communicated a note confirming the Hon. N. C. 
Rothschild 's distinction between 0tenocephaliis canis and 0. felis, 
both of which he had bred from ova. He gave measurements 
showing the difference in size and shape between the eggs of the two 
species, comparing them also with those of 0. fasciatiis and Piilex 
irritans . He also read a paper entit led "On the Persistence of 
Bacilli in the Gut of an Insect during Metamorphosis," commenting 
on which Dr. Chapman observed that, in moulting (referring chiefly 
to Lepidoptera), a provision for increase of size is not the only object 
in view, but also the removal of various possib le microbic enemies . 
In " laying up " for a moult a larva almost invariably first empties 
the alimentary cana l ; at the actua l moult, not only the skin but the 
lining membranes of the trachere and of much of the alimentary 
canal are cast also. The threads drawn from the mouth and anus, 
consisting of the lin ings of the primm vim, often seem long enough 
to represent the whole tube ; if this be so, then bacillary inhabitants 
would be got rid of, and in any case must be so to a great extent. It 
would be interesting to know what is the precise hiatus between the 
oral and anal portions, and what provision there is for establishing 
an aseptic condition of this portion of the tube.-Messrs. Ernest A. 
Elliott and Claude Morley communicated " A first Supplementary 
Paper on the Hymenopterous Parasites of Coleoptera."- The Secre-
tary read to the Society a letter of condolence received by Dr. Chap-
man from M. Charles Oberthiir, one of the Honorary Fellows, con-
taining an appreciation of the late Mr. J. W. Tutt . 
Wednesday, March 15th, Special Meeting.-Rev . George Whee ler, 
Secretary, in the chair.- The letter summon ing the Specia l Meeting 
was read by the chairman, and, no other candidate having been pro• 
.. 
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posed, the Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A., was declared to have been elected 
~resident for the current year. The ordinary meeting followed 
immediately, the Rev. F. D. Morice, President, in the chair. The 
President addressed a few words to the Society, thanking them for 
their choice of him for the post, and expressing regret for the circum-
stances which had made an election necessary .-Messrs. George 
Moffatt Carson, Entomologist to the Government of New Guinea, 
Port Moresby, New Guinea; Alfred George Scorer, Hill Crest, 
Chilworth, Guildford ; Percy William Affleck Scott, Chinese Imperial 
Customs Service, Hangchow, China; Noel Stanton Sennett, 32, Bo!ton 
Gardens, South Kensington, S.W.; James A. Simes, 2, The Byre, 
Whitehall Road, Woodford, Essex; P. H. Tautz, Cranleigh, Nower 
Hill, Pinner, Middlesex; R. G. Todd, The Limes, Hadley Green, N.; 
R. Vitalis, Commis de 1'• classe, Tresor, Pnom-Penk, Cambodia, 
French Inda-China; and Rev. W. G. Wittingham, Knighton Rectory, 
Leicester, were elected Fellows of the Society. -The President 
announced that he had appointed Dr. F. A. Dixey, M.A., M.D., 
F.R.S., and Messrs. G. T. Bethune-Baker, F.L.S., F.Z.S., and H. St. 
J. Donisthorpe, F.Z.S., to act as Vice-Presidents for the current 
year.-Mr. H. St. J. Donisthorpe exhibited a nest of Lasiits itmbratus, 
Nyl., which had accepted a 'i? L. fitliginosus. On December 13th a 
dealated 'i? L. f itliginosits was put into a sma ll plaster nest with a 
dozen of the itmbratits ~ ~ ; she was slightly attacked, but not in 
any way injured, and tried to conciliate the ~ ~ by stroking them 
with her antennre; she protected her waist by crossing the back legs 
over it, and her neck by pressing the head back against the thorax. 
By December 21st she was accepted by the whole nest, and has been 
treated as their queen ever since. Only one or two ~ ~ occasionally 
threatened her with their jaws, though the first fuliginosits 'i? placed 
in the nest was killed. The ~ ~ killed most of their own virgin 'i? 'i? • 
' -Mr. W. C. Crawley also exhibited a case containing a colony of 
Lasi its wnbratus with a L . fitliginosits 'i? as queen, and a colony of 
L. niger with a L. imibratits queen. He mentioned that dealated 
'i? 'i? do not always behave as if fertilized, the 'i? in this nest being 
restless as the winged !j1 !j1 are before the marriage flight.-Dr . 
Chapma1'i began a discussion as to whether this form of "para -
sitism " was in the long run profitable to the parasitised species, by 
weeding out the weaker nests; the President, Mr. Verrall, and Mr . 
G. A. K. Marshall also joined in the discussion.-Mr. F. Merrifield 
exhibited 134 spec imens of Selenia bilimaria, and read a short paper 
on the question whether temperature in the pupal stage may affect 
the size of the imago in some Heterocera. His experiments showed 
that in every case the imagines from the cooled pupre are, on the 
average, larger than those from the forced, the difference ranging in 
the males from 1·3 to 20·8 per cent. (averaging 13·6 or 13·9), in the 
females from 0·7 to 9·5 per cent . (averaging 3·3 or 3·6). It seemed to 
him that the difference was too great and too diffused, embracing as 
it does each sex in five separate families, to be explained in any other 
way than this: that it is caused by something that, in consequence 
of the difference in temperature, happened to either those forced or 
those cooled, or both of them, in the pupal stage.-Mr. H. Main 
exhibited a stereoscopic photograph of the cocoon of Ohrysopa (lava, 
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opened to show the hybernating larva, and of the larva taken out of 
the cocoon to show how it lies coiled up with its tail over its head .-
Mr. 0 . E. Janson exhibited larvre and cases of a Psychid from 
Amboyna, the cases being beautifully constructed and closely covered 
on the exterior with small spines, intermixed with larger spines or 
thorns. The largest of the cases measured nine inches in length.-
Dr. Chapman read a paper on " The British and a few Continental 
Species of the Genus Scoparia," and showed photographs of the 
genitalia and a drawing to illustrate the neuration .-The Secretary 
announced that the Conversazione was fixed for Wednesday, May 
17th, and that the Linnean Society had kindly placed their Rooms at 
the disposal of the Society for that occasion, and were generously 
lending their lantern, making no charge for light or for the current 
for the lantern. He also announced that Professor Poulton and Mr. 
Enock had consented to give lectures on that occasion. As the 
arrangements with the Linnean Society preclude the sale of tickets, 
it will be necessary to ask for a subscription towards the expenses 
(for refreshments, printing, postage, &c.) from those who apply for 
them, and also strictly to limit the number for which each Fellow 
may apply . On the motion of Mr. Rowland-Brown, seconded by the 
Rev. G. Wheeler, a vote of thanks was unanimously passed to the 
President and Counci l of the Linnean Society for their kindness and 
generosity .-GEORGE WHEELER, Hon. Secretary. 
THE SOUTH LONDON ENTOMOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY 
SoCIETY.-February 23rd, 1911.-Mr. W. J . Kaye, F.E.S., President, in 
the chair.-Mr. J. H. Leslie, F.E.S., of Tooting, was elected a member. 
-Mr. Turner exhibited three Noctuids sent to him by Mr. Murray, of 
St. Anne's-on-Sea; two of the specimens were very dark melanic forms 
of Agrotids, superficially very similar, but which on close examina-
tion he considered to belong to two species, Agrotis tritici of the 
var. nigra form, and A. nigricans of the var. jiimosa Fab . (nee God.). 
The third specimen was a worn Luperina, possibly referable to L. 
C<Bspitis, the small, grey, rough surfaced form sometimes met with on 
the coasts of Lancashire and Sussex .-Mr. Moore, the very beautiful 
leaf-moth of India, Gloriana (Phyllode) ornata.-Mr. Newman, (1) 
sticks, both living and dead, of sallow containing larvre of Trochiliiim 
bembecijorrnis, and also some containing the similarlyfeeding larvre of 
the musk-beetle, Aromia moschata; (2) a living -specimen of ./:Egeria 
culicijormis, bred after sixteen days' forcing; and ('3) full fed larvre of 
Arctia caia and Oallimorpha dominitla, which had been forced on ; 
he stated that some larvre of the former species had made no response 
to the treatment.-Mr. Kaye, a varied series of Spilosorna liibricipeda 
and its var. zatima, and asked if it had been obtained by anyone 
recent ly.-Mr. Adkin, melanic examp les of A. nigricans to compare 
with Mr. Murray's specimens.-M. Tonge showed a series of lant ern 
slides, each illustrating the complete life-history of a British butterfly. 
-Mr. Edwards, a set of slides illustrating the anatomy of a lepi-
dopteron.-Mr . Main, slides sent by Mr. Hancock, of Birmingham, 
illustrating the structure, habits, and snares of spiders. 
March 9th .---;Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E .S., President, in the chair.-
Mr. A. E. Gibbs exhibited a collection of Lepidoptera from the Cuna-
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Cuna Pass, Blue Mountains, J amaica, including the rare Papil io 
homerus, and fine local forms of Aganisthos odius, Gynmcia clirce, 
Hymenitis cliaphaniis, Calisto zaiigis, Adelpha abyla, &c.-Mr. Adkin, 
a form of Nola albiilalis, in which the dark brown band was reduced 
to a dark narrow stripe only, giving a much more delicate appearance 
to the insect.-Mr. W. J. Kaye, several Syntomid species of the 
genus Pseitelosphex and the wasp models which they so closely 
mim icked in build, shape of antenrne, legs, colour, &c.-Mr. Sheldon, 
the two specimens of a Noctuid, about which much discussion as to 
their identity arose many years ago, &c., which were named Agrotis 
helvet,ina. They are now regarded as pale, putty coloured examples of 
Graphiphora augiir.-Mr. Blenkarn, a pale xanth ic form of Epinephele 
tithoniis, from the Isle of Wight, and a fine dark clouded examp le 
of Oamptogramma bilineata from the same place. 
March 23rd.-Mr. W. J. Kaye, F.E.S., President, in the chair.-
Mr. Stanley A. Blenkarn, of Beckenham, was elected a member.-Mr. 
W. J. Kaye exhib ited a series of Xylina conformis, all but one from 
Glamorganshire, and remarked on its occurrence and distribution.-
Mr. Newman called attention to the devastation caused by some 
hitherto unknown disease among bees in the South of England . It 
was most contagious, and scarcely a hive remained over a large area. 
-Mr. Buckstone, a bred series of Apocheima (Nyssia) hispiclaria, 
and gave particulars as to breeding. He also contributed notes on 
the occurrence of numerous dwarf examples of Hybernia defoliaria 
at Richmond ; the pairing of H . n1,a,rginaria male and H. defoliaria 
fema le ; delayed wing developm ent of Ohesias riifata ; pupation of 
Triph ana proniiba after hybernation without feeding; the finding of 
the ova of Spilosoma menthastri on the she ll of a living snai l ; and 
the occurrence of batches of ova of Hadena pisi on a small plum-
tree. Mr. Newman said that A. hispiclaria readily pupated in two 
inches of soil if the bottom of the cage was the concrete floor. -
Mr. R. Adkin, two varieties of Arctia caja, from Yorkshire larvre. 
One with who le of fore wings dull smoky brown with very much 
diminished white markings, the hind wings black with only a few 
dull yellow, some ill-defined, patches; the other with a concentration 
of the lighter colour of the fore wing towards the base, and of the 
darker colour towards the apex, while the hind wings were bright 
orange-red with much reduced black markings. He also showed 
living A. zonaria with eggs in sitf1, under bark of clematis.-HY. J . 
TURNER, Hon. Rep . Secretary. 
LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE ENTOMOLOGICAL SocIETY.- Meeting 
held Febriiary 20th, 1911, at the Royal Institution, Colquit Street, 
Liverpool, Mr. Geo. Arnold, M.Sc., F.E.S., Vice-President, in the 
chair. The Vice-President delivered a lecture on "Ants," in which 
he dea lt chiefly with the recent discoveries connected with the habits 
of the subterranean fungus-eating species and the curious procedure 
of the fema les when founding a new colony. The ants which infest 
trees, constructing their nests in hollow parts of the branches, were 
also specia lly dealt with, and the economic effect of their presence 
described. The lecture was illu strated by a brge number of speci -
mens, and also by means of drawings on the blackboard.-H. R. 
SWEETING & WM. MANSBRIDGE, Hon. Secs. 
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CITY OF LONDON ENTOMOLOGICAL SocIETY.-Febrnary 7th, 1911. 
-Mr. Chas. H. Williams was elected to membership.-Mr. S. J. Bell 
exhibited a series of Anticlea ritbidata , all of bright red form, bred 
from I sle of Wight ova.-Mr. G. Brooks, a very dark brown Smerinthits 
popitli, Barrett, 1910.-Mr . H. M. Edelsten, a series of Malacosoma 
castrensi s, from Essex coast, including several unicolorou s specimens. 
-Mr. V. E. Shaw, Noct1ia aitgur, var. omega, Finchley, June 28th, 
1910, mentioned in Tutt's •British Nocture,' &c., as a very rare form. 
-Mr. L. W. Newman stated that osier stumps collected for Trochi lium 
bembeciformis were found to contain both full fed and young larvre : 
the stumps being kept on the concrete floor of a hothouse during the 
winter, the young larvre migrated from the small to the larger stems, 
fed up, and pupated. Mr. Newman also drew attention to the fact 
that, while larvre of .2Egeria citliciform is pupate head upw ards in the 
stumps of birch, when feeding in year-old stems they pupate head 
downwards above the emergence cap. 
FebmanJ 21st, 1911.-Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited sticks show -
ing borings of T. bernbeciformis in both living and dead wood, also 
sticks containing larvre of musk -beetle which feed side by side with 
T. bembeciformis, and display similar habits.-S. J . BELL, Hon. Sec. 
RECENT LITERATURE. 
Annals of Tropical Medicine and Parasitology. Vol. iv. No. 3, 
Dec. 20th, 1910; No. 4, March 10th, 1911. University Press, 
Liverpool. 
THESE fine periodicals deal but little with entomo logy pure and 
simple, being mainly taken up with important papers on " Sleeping-
Sickness" and other tropical diseases, mainly due to the operation of 
insects . The last paper of each number (in both cases by R. New-
stead and H . F. Carter) is devoted to the description of new genera 
and species of mosquitoes . The se are well illustrated, and should 
appea l to readers of the ' Entomologist' who study the Diptera. 
Th ere is also a paper on Glossina by R. Newstead in No. 3. 
w. J. LUCAS. 
On some New Species of Leaf-hopp er (Perkinsiella) on Sugar Cane. 
By F. Mum (Bulletin No. 9, Entomolo gical Series. Hawaii an 
Sugar Planters' Association). Pp. 1-14, five figures in text. 
Honolulu, 1910. 
OF the thirteen species of Perkinsiella referred to, eight are de-
scribed as new . The author remarks that the species may be sepa-
rated by superfic ial characters as tabulated, but that the males are 
best distinguished by the genitalia . 
OBITUARY.-We have heard, with very great regret, that our valued 
correspondent, Mr. W . A. RoLLASON, died on April 17th last. 
EXCHANGE. 
Duplicates.-Larvr.c of Aurini a (Welsh form). Desiderata.-Numerou s.-
C. lF. JVillla111s; J'e11arth. , 
Du plicnft 's.-Ova: Vcrsicolor from wild Scotch parents (Fone,;). Dcsidernta .-
Early stages of' most hnttcrflies.-A. Tl'. Ly1t11; 37, Rodsley Avenue, (iafoslrwd. 
D11plicaics.-A few cto7en ova, Nubeculosa females taken wilil at Rannoch, 
April l0tli, 1911. Dcsirlcr(1/a.-Young larva Iris, or early stages of local aml rare 
specie.s, or olfors.-Charlt-.s Jicllows; Bootlrnm School, York. 
D11plicates. - Laru e : Hi spida ria. Abietaria (giving good percentage of black 
fonn). 'D,·sidcrata~Mrmy Geometer lnrvre, especially Repandata from Cornwall, 
N01·th Devon, Dolamerc,, Scotland, and Irelancl.-Bria.n A. Baoldakc; 67, Ring• 
ford Roa1l, TI'(lnd.~worth, S. IV. 
D11plicales.-Dlandinn. (Scotch), Dn.rns (Scotch), Gcryon, z. Trifolii, Griseola, 
Fascclinn., i' Pndilmndn., Perla, Puilorina, l\ficacea,* L. Gueneii (2, fair), IIispidus, 
Ophiogramma, CursoriR,,;, 'l.' ritici,':' Prtl!cox/' Littoralis,* Ditrapezium, :, Bnurnea/ ' 
'l'lmlassina,"' Nigrn,,;, L. Spn.rganii' (2). hloneta, * Grossulariata vnr. Rubiginata 
ntr. Pluwhat:t, and mauy others . Desidemtn.-I\Iany Ge,,metrle to renew; also 
early stages.-TV. l'afc.q, S1w111u1:1ield, St. Anne's-on-Sea, Lnncnshirr. 
Duplicrdrs.-Nnmerons set insects; also early stages. Desidrrata .-Larvoo 
of Gros~uln.riala, especially from Yorkshire antl Lancashire: nlso ova and lal'VlC of 
111a11,v olhc:1· spccws.-Bcr11arcl S. Harwoocl; l!4, ,Station Road, Oolclte,Nfcr. 
Duziiicat,•.~.-JJ!n.ck l'ilosnria, :· liamnla,'; , Croceago,': ' Australis, Hastata, >:-
Papilionaria. P,tlJ>inn, 1' Ziczac, Autumnntia, ~· Uncn, A. Ligustri, " Fasc£-li1rn;:' 
Zonari,i. Strnt,u\in, l\lE-liluti, Conspersa, 'rogata,''' Ditrapezium,,:, l\[nrulis, ]lictna, 
Opiurn, l\Iiuiosn, HispitlnF, Nigra, Arion, Hera, Pinil'erda, Irrorella. HnLitlnta, 
JJt:rbnata, ::ltraminea, &c. Desidcnitn.-Larv,e of Grossulariata (wild, Lanca-
shire) arnl Cnja (wild, Blackpool district).- ll' . .J. Ogden; 87, The Co111111on, 
Upper Olap/011, London, N. 
D11pli,·u/c.s.- l'upte: :\I. Rnbi 1\11(] A. Yillica, ancl iwagines of same freshly 
killcll and 111,l,Sel after emergence . Desiderata.-Numerous.-C. 1£. Newnham; 
"Nctltcr,won,'' Ringwood. 
Duplicatcs.-Plumigera, Cam .-lina, 11fyricre, Albo1·enosa, Neul'ica (fair), Gemi-
uipuncta, Typhm and var. F.-aterua, Pinastri, Cytherea, Sordidn, Ravidn. (fair), 
Inte1;jecta, D1ihlii, Opirna, Popnleti, Suspecta, nud many others. Desiderata.-
Leporina, Turca, · RetioulRta, CaptiunculR, Ditrapezium, Retnsa, Conspersa, 
Occulla. , Tincta, Fcslucre, Interrogationis, and many common Nocture and Geo-
meters to extend.-(Rcv.) O. H. Raven; 4, Pnrk Terrace, Oamuridge. 
To CoRRESPONDENTS.-All notes, papers, books for review, &c .. and notices of 
change should be sent to the Editor-
RICHARD SOUTH, 96, DRAKEFIELD ROAD, UPPER TOOTING. S.Yi. 
EXOTIC LEPIDOPTERA. 
At very low prices. Catalogues gratis. Pupm and Cocoons from 
South Africa and Iudia. Please send your list of desiderata. 
Dr. R. LUCK & B. GEHLEN, Breslau xiii Viktoriastrasse 105. 
REMEMBER! 






An Immense Stock of Fertile Ova, Living Larvre & Pupre, & Set Specimens alway& on Sale 
Many GOOD VARIETIES and HYBRIDS frequently in Stock. 
Apparatus and Cabinets of the best quality supplied. Price List sent free. 
Note the Address-
H. 'W". HEAD, @ntomoiogi.st, 
BURNISTON, NEAR SCARBOROUGH. 
CONTENTS. 
A New Species of Pimplinre, Olaucle Morley, 161. A Biological Iuqui1 ·y into the 
Nature of l\felanism in Aphidasys betulaTia, Linn., S. H. Leigh, 162. On 
some Recent Attempts to Classify the Coleoptera in accor,lance with their 
Phylogeny (with illustration), (continued), 0. J. Gahan, 165. An Algerian 
Holiday (concluded), (with pfate), A. E. Gibbs, i70. New Lepidoptera-Hetero-
cera from Formosa (continued), A. E. lVileman, 174. Bees from the Himalaya 
Mountains, T. D. A. Gockerell, 176. A New Aphid-infesting Aphelinus which 
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Cabinets! Cabinets! Cabinets! 
:MAHOGANY INSECT CABINETS, interchaugeaule drn1yers, 
size 19¼ iu. by 13½ in. inside; glass panel doors ; finish superb; 
one quality only-the best. Sample drawer and drawings of design 
can be sent. No cheap rubbish, but an excellent article. 
Price, only 12s. and 13-s. per drawer; latter is a more elaborate 
outer case. 
L. W. NEWMAN, F.E.S., BEXLEY, KENT. 
COLEOPlfERA. 
Offered for the first time, the magnificent Lucan us bronce~or; Cyclommatus 
speciosus; the very rare Batocera una, the large.st and the most beautiful of the 
Batocene. Batocera armata, very rare. 
BUTTERFLIES. 
Continual consignments of Butterflies from the Solomon Islands. 
The Pearls of the Ocean. Ornith. Victor. regis, true. Ornith. Urvill. salo• 
monis. Papil. Xenoph. hasterti (new), Papi!. Laglaizei Toboroi (new). Papil. 
Bridgei, Woodfordi Salom., Polydorus, &c., &c. 
Price to be agreed upon. All enquiries to be addressed to-
Ant. Weyrick, Boulevard de Hollerick, Luxembourg, Grand Duchy. 
J & W DAVIS Museum Works, 
■ • ' DARTFORD, 
- • MANUFACTURERS OF 
HIGH GRADE APPARATUS FOR NATURALISTS. 
New Illustrated Catalogue of Entomological 
Apparatus ; also Lists, Artificial Eyes, Taxidermists' 
Requisites, Birds' Eggs, etc., now ready, either post 
free, or Full Catalogue (all departments) 2d. post free. 
Bargains for Buyers Issued monthly, free. See this for list of clutches 
• of Birds' Eggs, Stuffed Birds, Museum Cases, etc. 
" The l\1acro-Lepidopterists' Guide and Calendar, 2s. 6d . ; stiff cloth , 3s. 
"Larvre Collectors' Guide, rs. Entomologists' "data" books, rs. 
Collectors in every branch of Natural History should see specimen~ of our" Data,. Labels. Recent 
adclilions to our prinlin~ plant include the SMALL~ST type made, enabling us to print minut e lahds for 
the Micros, &c. The prices range from 2:s. Cd. per rooo, one to six sort ~, different wordings . 
JAMES GARDNER·, 
MANUFACTURER of ALL KINDS of ENTOMOLOGICAL APPARATUS. 
52, HIGH HOLBORN, AND 
29, OXFORD STREET, nearly opposite Tottenham Court Road. 
PRICED LISTS ON APPLICATION. 
All Articles Guaranteed; exchanged if not a11proved of. Friends a.nd Customers 
a.re requested to note the Addresses, as mistakes occur daily, 
